On January 26, 2022, beginning at approximately 3:09 AM ET, SIAC experienced a power system failure impacting the “B” side of its power distribution system in Hall 3 of the Local Data Center (“LDC”). All affected systems failed over successfully to the “A” side, but OPRA Pillar was observed to be running with reduced CPU performance after the “A” side failover. SIAC then determined to fail over OPRA’s main production system from the LDC to the Remote Data Center (“RDC”), which was completed between approximately 5:09 AM ET and 5:13 AM ET prior to any market activity.

Following the failover, OPRA operated out of the RDC for the remainder of the day. Participants were required to fail over their connections from LDC to RDC, and subscribers received multicast data from RDC instead of LDC source addresses.

The root cause investigation is still ongoing, but initial analysis indicates the root cause was a power distribution system failure.

OPRA will resume operation out of the LDC for Start-of-Day Thursday, January 27, 2022.